
 ve between the weed, and could
even see some of the  sh he was
catching! Other good features are
undercut banks or overhanging 
trees and roots; anywhere out of
the main river offering shade and
protection. On canals,  shing under
your keepnet for perch can be really
effective. I once saw Alan Scotthorne
catch 11lb of perch there on the
Stainforth & Keadby Canal!
Considering cover, my   rst line

is simply on a top-three kit between
the weed to my right. Arriving at
the peg, I can actually see small  sh,
mainly minnows and tiny bleak,
gathered in the weed. The rig for
 shing this line is dead simple and
consists of a 0.2g Sensas Eric #oat
with a wire bristle for maximum
sensitivity. A small bulk is positioned 
a foot from the hook, with one No10
dropper and a 4in 0.06mm-diameter
hooklength to a size 24 PR 31 hook.
This line is brilliant for dropping

on during quiet spells and can be
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All The Small

THINGS
We join Matt Godfrey on the River Avon at 

Evesham for a lesson in small-fish bashing!

Myearly days of
competitive
angling were
different from
those of many

youngsters nowadays. I  shed
numerous small, narrow canals in
cadet and junior Nationals, which
were often won and lost with just a
handful of small  sh. However, the
experiences that I gained on the
way put me in brilliant stead for the
high-pro le events that I now  sh on
natural venues.
From big team matches

with Barnsley Blacks to World 
Championships with the England
under 22s, winkling out small  sh
from different parts of the peg
can make all the difference. It
isn’t a case of catching a few bleak 
when all else fails. Small  sh can
be strategically targeted on a large
number of natural venues, resulting
in extremely satisfying money-
winning catches!

To demonstrate the effectiveness
of a small- sh approach, I’ve come
to the famous match length of the
Warwickshire Avon at Evesham. This
venue is renowned for high-pro le
events, where big money can often
be won with modest weights. Many
anglers opt to target eels, barbel and
tench, which is all well and good if
you’re on a peg to do so. However,
a variety of small  sh can also be
targeted in different areas of many
pegs here, giving you a chance to
travel home with money in your
pocket more times than not!
I’m sat on Peg 22. It’s below the 

town bridge, which creates some
slack water closer in, and there’s
plenty of nearside cover in the
way of lilies and weed. Our rivers
are now clearer than ever, which 
enhances predation and makes
small  sh wary and less willing to
feed. This makes  nding cover
an important part of a small- sh
approach.
Any weed is great cover. I realised 

this on the Nene at Peterborough,
when the Winter League Final was
held there. The stretch at Rail World 
was full of weed and it was hard to
 nd a clear run between it. However,
it was also full of  sh, compared with
the clearer stretches with no weed
at all!
Jon Arthur won one  nal here

with 15lb by  shing hemp on a top
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ANGLER FILE

MATT GODFREY
Age: 21
Lives: Sheffield
Pole: Sensas Power Match 774

VENUE FILE

RIVER AVON
Location: Evesham, Worcestershire
Day tickets: £3 on the bank
Controlling club: Evesham & District AA

used to catch  sh when you need to rest
a longer line. I feed this with the odd
thumb-sized ball of dark groundbait, and
#ick in half a dozen squatts to keep  sh
interested.
The second line of attack involves a

whip. If this works properly, a really good 
weight can be put together. I’ve set up 
a 3.5m whip with a 4x14 #oat shotted
positively with a bulk  ve inches from the
hook. Bleak are the main target on this
line, although you’ll be surprised how
many small roach, dace and chublets you
may also catch. The rig is a little more
positive, with 0.12mm-diameter line and
a 0.08mm hooklength for durability. A 
size 20 Sensas 3065 long-shanked hook
completes the setup.
The key on this line is to keep feeding

and chase the  sh around your peg.
I like to throw sloppy Sensas Lake
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FEEDING SLOP & PINKIES
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groundbait upstream to keep a constant
cloud #owing through my peg. I then
#ick pinkies in front of me, where I want
to catch the  sh. Playing with the depth
is crucial and you’ll probably have to
keep changing to stay in touch with the
better  sh. This may sound weird when
you’re only catching tiny  sh, but it is very
important. If you catch a 7g bleak every
drop-in, and the guy next door catches a
15g every drop, he’s going to more than 
double your weight! Keep putting your rig
upstream, then downstream, to see if the
stamp improves.
The next line involves  shing at the

bottom of the nearside slope. At the start, I

feed three balls of Gros Gardons and Black
Lake with dead pinkies and hemp in. The
rig is most commonly a 1g Jean Francois,
with an olivette and three No9 droppers
all in the last 14 inches, down to a 0.07mm
hooklength and size 20 PR 31 hook. It’s
then a case of running the rig over the
top and catching everything that swims! 
Small roach, gudgeon, chublets and dace
are all common on this line, and on most
matches bonus perch to 8oz also put in an
appearance.
The  nal setup is a short-lining rig. This

is simply a  ner version of a shallow carp
rig! I use a short Sensas Burk #oat, set two
to four feet deep and shotted with a single
bulk  ve inches from a size 20 3065 hook.
I try to   sh straight in front at six metres
and feed the same sloppy groundbait with
pinkies. A good tip is to actually dip the
groundbait in your pinkies to get them
out there. By feeding this here, I can chase
bleak out from my whip line, and any feed
that they don’t eat is feeding my line on the 
deck. The  sh are generally bigger further
out and when it’s windy you can achieve 

greater control with a short line compared
with a whip.
It’s very easy to think that you need to be 

fast to compete with small  sh. However,
this is not the case. To achieve a smooth 
rhythm, you must take your time and
try and come back with a  sh each time
you put a rig in. Once you start catching,
you’ll naturally get faster. By   shing in
this way, you will get far fewer tangles and 
make fewer mistakes than trying to be fast 
in the  rst place. A tangled rig means a
break of rhythm and you can completely 
lose the  sh. Long-shanked hooks help
because they allow a pinkie to be threaded
up the hook, resulting in more bites hit.
Sometimes you can catch up to 20  sh on
the same bait.
A  nal tip is to keep your hands clean.

Unhooking  sh and putting bait on is
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much more ef cient with clean hands. A
tub of water on your side tray to dip your
hand in every time you feed can make all 
the difference. It also allows you to quickly
adjust your slop mix if it’s getting too dry
during the day.
This session has been a perfect 

demonstration of what can be achieved by
targeting small  sh. I’ve started by catching
a few roach and perch over groundbait at
six metres while feeding short for bleak.
After 40 minutes the line went quiet and
I came onto my whip line, catching small

bleak very quickly for a good hour. I then 
had pike trouble, which is not uncommon
at Evesham, and had to chase the bleak out
further with my short-lining rig. Although 
not as fast, I still picked up the odd better 
 sh until Percy the pike decided to snaf#e
a better chublet of around 6oz right over
my line.
With an hour left, I picked up my top-kit

line and continued to catch minnows, small
bleak and the occasional perch right in the
weeds by my feet.
In just four hours I managed to catch

over 9lb of the small  sh that many anglers
discount. To make the session more 
worthwhile, my sharing partner, Tom 
Scholey, drew the very same peg a week 
after this feature and framed with 7lb of
small  sh  shing the same way!
Next time you sit at a peg, make sure

you weigh up your options and consider all 
the small things that make up points and
prizes!
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